
Unique Soft Stone Aum Ganesha
Statue 12 in
Read More
SKU: 01142
Price: ₹30,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: instock
Categories: Ganesha Statues, Hindu Statues, Statues
& Sculptures
Tags: New Style Ganesh Murti

Product Description

Green Granite Stone Elephant 4
in Statue
Read More
SKU: 01139
Price: ₹4,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: instock
Categories: Elephant Statue, Animals & Birds Statues,
Hindu Statues, Statues & Sculptures

Product Description
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Black Stone Lord Shiv Ji Sitting
Statue 8 in
Read More
SKU: 01138
Price: ₹9,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: instock
Categories: Hindu Statues, Shiv Ji Statues

Product Description

This sculptural Shiv Ji statue is full of beans, crafted from black stone / Granite with
gorgeously intricate details that add a charming addition to any interior. Your guest
be wont able to stop talking about it! Material: Blackstone / Granite stone
Dimension(HWL): 8 x 5 x 3 inch Position: Sitting Rendition of the sheeny statue of Lord
Shiv Ji:

The sculpture of Lord Shiva here is seen in the Yogic state, sitting on a lotus foundation.
Wearing the skin of a tiger, a clump of hair, a Serpent curled around his neck.
Equipped with a trident, a Damru, while gesturing in Vitarka and Varada mudra.
The showpiece is carved by the brilliant artist of Odisha.

Lord Shiva:  A omniscient yogi 

One of the trinity Gods. Lord Shiva destroys the universe at the end of each cycle which
then allows for a new creation.
While churning of the milk ocean, a deadly poison named Halahala came out, which was
consumed by Lord Shiva to save all the beings and thus, came to be known as Neelkanth.
The Chaturdashi Tithi of Krishna paksha of Falguna/Magha month, every year celebrated as
Maha Shivaratri.
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Furnish your preferred space with the subtle stone sculptures:

The Northeast zone is the most promising zone to allocate the saintly sculpt.
Upraise the aura by putting the blest statue on your glass cabin console, sideboard, or any
heightened table at your home or office corridor.
The sacred statue can be worshiped in the temple of your home or office.
You can put the statue at the reception desk of the office or restaurant.
Make this a great giving idea to make your loved one's special event cheerful and
cherished.

Pour the vouchsafe of blessings by putaway the venerated statue:

Lord Shiva is considered to be best for marital bliss/happiness.
The unmarried girls?? usually admired him for ideal?? spouse as well as re, moving of
delays in marriage.
Lord Shiva begets you boons for a happy and prosperous life all around.

A guide to safe-keeping/care for your statement piece :

Blackstone is the most resilient, durable stone, which makes it persistent.
Smoothly run over the surface of the sculpture, with a piece of cloth.
Keep dusting it often to get rid of dust accumulation on the stone sculptures.

Red Coloured Soapstone 12 in
Standing Shiva Statue
Read More
SKU: 01137
Price: ₹22,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: instock
Categories: Hindu Statues, Shiv Ji Statues, Statues &
Sculptures
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Product Description

If you don't want to deal with the muss and fuss of the styling of your decoration, then this
"Standing statue of Shiva" can withstand your expectation (doubt). Material: Soapstone /
Pinkstone Dimension(HWL): 12 x 5 x 2 inch Height: 1 ft Position: Standing  Let's get a
sight of the elegant stone sculptures:

The statue here is seen Lord Shiva as a Yogi, standing on a lotus base with a serene
countenance.
His hair is locked in a crest (Jatamakuta) with a crescent moon tucked into it. A serpent
coiled around his neck while the river Gange tumbled from his hair.
His hands were equipped with various objects like trident, drum, water pot while gesturing
in Vitarka mudra.
The exquisite statue is forged by the skilled artisans of Odisha.

Satyam(truth),Shivam(innocence),Sundaram (beauty):

"Lord Shiva" is one from the Hindu triumvirate. He is known as the destroyer and the
recreator of the universe.
While the churning of the milk ocean a deadly venom comes out, known as Halahala. All
the gods and living beings got sacred that if it spread out then it will destroy the whole
world. At that time Lord Shiva came out and without any concern of his well-being he
drank up the venom and his throat become all blue.
On the Chaturdashi Tithi of Krishnapkasha of Falguna/Magha month, the auspicious day is
observed as Maha Shivaratri.

Some propound to set out the stone sculptures:

In obedience to Vaastu, the northeast zone is the ideal zone to place the holy statue.
Laying it down on the sideboard, console, or any heightened table in your preferred area of
home and office will be phenomenal
The temple of your home, hotel, institution, or hospital will also be a welcoming idea to
place the godly sculpture.
Thinking of gifting your dear one? Then present them this priceless home statue decor as a
lifetime?

The ultimate guide to caring and maintaining the home statue decor:

 Pinkstone is an excellent material for sculpture, for its non-porous and weather-resistant
quality makes it more long-lasting.
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Use a soft cloth to wipe away the dirt and other debris from the statue.

Grey Colour Soapstone Standing
Shiv Shakti Statue 1 ft
Read More
SKU: 01135
Price: ₹32,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: instock
Categories: Hindu Statues, Shiv Ji Statues, Statues &
Sculptures

Product Description

Go simple yet functional with a lighter grey touch, as grey creates space for
dominant features.  The "light-grey Shiv Shakti statue" will work fabulously as a
minimalist shade in your decor. Material: Soapstone / Pink stone Height: 1 ft (approx.)
Dimension(HWL): 12 x 7 x 3 inch Position: Sitting  Take notice  of the lovely stone
sculptures:

In this above sculpture, Lord Shiva is standing along with his consort Goddess Parvati on a
lotus plinth having his Vahana bull Nandi beneath his feet.
Lord Shiva is as usual with his yogi form, with a vertical eye on his forehead, hair is piled
on top of his head, a serpent around his neck, and a crescent moon is tucked into it, while
the river Ganga driblets from his hair.
Lord Shiva is holding his trident(right) and drum(left) upper hand while the lower right
hand is gesturing in Vitarka mudra and enfolding his beloved wife with the left.
This amazeballs of the graven image is a masterpiece from the efficient hand of artisans of
Odisha.

The consciousness and energy; Shiva and Shakti
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Lord Shiva represents consciousness(the masculine principle), while Shakti symbolizes the
activating power and energy(the feminine principle).
This union and balance of nature that Shiva and shakti, both share equally in the
distribution of power and influence.
On the Chaturdashi Tithi of Krishnapkasha of Falguna / Magha month, the day is celebrated
as Maha Shivaratri, the time to celebrate the soul /consciousness within.

Unfurl the love and divinity of the celestial couple in your ambiance:

Placing the idol at the northeast corner of your house will be the best choice as per Vaastu.
It will prepossess the decor of your living room /office or hallway by putting it on a console
or sideboard.
Use it to worship in the temple of your home or office.
You can clash the background with the green for a fresh look, and place it right on a
heightened table of your preferred area of choice to double the decor.
A sober and divine gifting option for your loved one by keeping in one memory with the
lovely statue.

Routinely cleaning died for your stone sculptures:

 The two major benefits of Soapstone are its non-porosity and shatterproof quality.
Use a soft microfiber cloth or feather brush to clean the surface gently.
Should be cleaned periodically to keep the sculpt tidy & immaculate.
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Soapstone Resting Ganesha
inside Shankh Counch Shell 8 in
Read More
SKU: 01130
Price: ₹18,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: instock
Categories: Ganesha Statues, Hindu Statues, Statues
& Sculptures
Tags: New Style Ganesh Murti

Product Description

Soapstone Resting Ganesha in
Shankh Counch Shell 8 in
Read More
SKU: 01129
Price: ₹18,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: instock
Categories: Ganesha Statues, Hindu Statues, Statues
& Sculptures
Tags: New Style Ganesh Murti

Product Description
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Green Granite Stone Antique
Style Dancing Shiva Statue 11 in
Read More
SKU: 01121
Price: ₹10,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: instock
Categories: Hindu Statues, Shiv Ji Statues

Product Description

Soft Pink Stone Nataraj Dancing
Statue 12 inch
Read More
SKU: 01120
Price: ₹36,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: instock
Categories: Hindu Statues, Nataraja Statues, Statues
& Sculptures

Product Description
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The pink stone Nataraj is a throwback of classic architecture, yet works wonder to any interior
decor. This piece is inherently elegant and sure to capture the imagination of the visitor.
Material: Soapstone / Pinkstone Dimension(HWL): 12 x 9.5 x  3 inch Height: 1 ft Position:
Dancing The aspects of the cosmic dancer "Nataraj"

In this Nataraj form, Lord Shiva is seen dancing very beautifully.
The flaming rings girdles Lord Shiva, representing the universe with all its illusion, pain,
and suffering.
The windswept hair of Lord Shiva symbolizes the air element.
The lunula moon,  in his hair, denotes material pleasure. The moon is also the deity of
time, that's why Lord Shiva is called the Maha Kala.
The third eye on his forehead is called the eyes of wisdom.
The cobra hobbling around his neck, chest, and upper arms represent the coiled power.
Holding a pellet drum in his upper right hand and gesturing the Abhay mudra in his front
right hand, in the lower left hand he carries fire in a vessel, and the front left hand is posed
in Gajahasta mudra.
Lord Shiva dances over the body of a demon named Apasmara. (a symbol of human
ignorance)

" Shiva " the godheads of the trinity:

Lord Shiva is the despoiler and preserver, and creator of the universe.
The Nataraj dance form is the combination of Rudra Tandava and Ananda Tandava.
This form represents five actions of the Lord: creation, sustenance, dissolution, and
covering from all the illusion and initiation.

Emplacement dope for the enchanting stone sculptures:

The Northeast corner is a favorable place to set the statue, either in the house or even in
the garden concerning the following corner.
You can install the statue on a console table, on a sideboard, or a heightened table.
The showcase of your living room and the office can also be proved to be a favorable one.
Many dancers widely worship the Nataraj form of Lord Shiva. So, you can place him at the
home/training room temple or in your school.

How to pay attention to the home statue decor:

The strong point of pink stone is that it is a nonporous material.
So the handling and caring are easy for the caretaker.
By using a soft brush or a cloth you can dust the surface of the statue.
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No specific interval has to follow for cleaning, a periodic wiping is enough to get rid of dust
compile.

Soapstone Sitting Shiva Parvati
Statue 15 in
Read More
SKU: 01116
Price: ₹50,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: instock
Categories: Hindu Statues, Shiv Ji Statues, Statues &
Sculptures

Product Description

Soapstone Khanja Work Shiv
Family Statue Parvati Holding
Ganesha 15 in
Read More
SKU: 01115
Price: ₹70,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: instock
Categories: Hindu Statues, Shiv Ji Statues, Statues &
Sculptures
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Product Description

Are you a lover of Soapstone khanja work, then you must have this  "Parvati holding
Ganesha" statue! The ultrafine detailing offers so much to admire with expressive
beauty in every detail. Material: Soapstone / Pink stone Dimension (HWL): 15 x 9 x 4 inch
Height: 15 inch Position: Sitting  Scrutinizing the artwork of the alluring stone
sculptures:

The bewitching statue is of the adorable family of Lord Shiva with his lady love Parvati and
son Ganesha.
Lord Shiva standing along with his wife on a two-layer plinth with a graven image of his
Vahana Nandi engraved on it.
 Goddesses  Parvati is holding toddler Lord Ganesha on her arm, while Lord shiva standing
beside her looking at their son with keen adoration.
The mesmerizing statue is the efficient handwork of the sculptor of the state of Odisha.

The divine family of Lord Shiva:

Despite living an ascetic life, Lord Shiva is a householder. Married to Goddess Parvati.
They have a biological son named Skanda, apart from that Lord Shiva had a son with
Parvati god "Ganesha" created out of clay and dirt by Goddess Parvati to protect her while
having a bath without the knowledge of Lord Shiva. Later accepted by Lord Shiva as his
son.
Lord Shiva made Ganesha Lord of all his companions(Ganas). This is why he is called
Ganapati.
Ganesh Chaturthi is a special festival celebrating the arrival of Lord Ganesha, which falls in
the month of Bhadrapada, starting on the Shukla Chaturthi.

An excellent way to give an artistic touch to our space: Some tips

The Northeast corner of your house is the ideal position to emplace the statue.
consoles, sideboard, or any heightened table of a hallway or living room of
office/home//hotel, looks surprisingly sophisticated when you stand the sculpture.
Always place it in a place where visitors often are like the living room, reception area, etc.
This statue will make a tranquil gift, a pathway to a happy life for your loved ones.

Blessing one wi get by keeping the adorable family statue:

Your family will stay united and enjoy a peaceful life like Lord Shiva's family.
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You will be supposed to get blesses from deities together.
The lovely family will fill your life with prosperity and happiness.
An auspicious way to bring positivity into your home/life.

With a little bit of care; Give your stone sculptures all season long:

Two major benefits of Soapstones are non-porosity and shatterproof, a great choice for
home decor.
Regular cleaning is the major key. Wiping with a piece of cloth and a small soft brush to
reach the intricate area of the sculpture will be enough to keep it dust-free.

Black Polished Soapstone
Sitting Shiv Ji Statue 8.5 in
Read More
SKU: 01111
Price: ₹12,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: instock
Categories: Hindu Statues, Shiv Ji Statues, Statues &
Sculptures

Product Description

Looking for a piece with timeless appeal to fit any interior theme, then "Black
polished sitting Shiv Ji statue" is sure to brighten your favorite space and embrace
the luxury without breaking the bank. Material: Soapstone / Pink stone
Dimension(HWL): 8.5 x 5.5 x 2.5 inch Position: Sitting Simulacrum of the glossy Lord
Shiv Ji statue:

The sculpture of Lord Shiva here is seen in the ascetic state, sitting on a bulging base.
Wearing the skin of a tiger, hair tied in a tuft wearing a Serpent around his neck.
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Holding a trident, a Damru, and a Kamandalu while gesturing in deliberation mudra(a
typical posture of ascetic meditation).
The carver of Odisha has made this smashing graven image with consummate.

Lord Shiva: 

Lord Shiva has a pivotal position in the Hindu trinity. Essentially the destroyer who
eventually recreates the universe.
To save the universe, he gobbles the venom which left a permanent blue scar on his
throat, hence he is named "Nilakantha" from that on.
The Chaturdashi Tithi of Krishna paksha of Falguna / Magha month, is the day celebrated
as Maha Shivaratri every year.

Arrays of setting the shiny sculpt of Lord Shiva:

Vaastu enjoining the northeast zone is the most preferable zone to emplace the statue.
Elevate the ambiance of your decor by putting the sanctify statue on your study or
reception desk.
The sacred statue can be worshipped in the temple of your home or office.
Place it in the glass cabin of your console, sideboard, or any heightened table in your home
foyer or office corridor to give a commanding presence.
Surprise your loved one with this mesmerizing Shiv Ji statue on any occasion.

Attracts happiness by placing the home statue decor:

Good for your personal and professional life to bringing a stone statue, that attracts
positivity to your home/ office.
Lord Shiva considered a good husband, placing a Shiv Ji statue at home to see magical
changes in your marital life.
Lord Shiva is easily pleased with their devotee and bestows happiness, wealth, joy, and
peace in his life.

Make your statue always shine and beam with the  instruction below:

 The Soapstone material is the most preferable and low-maintenance option for home
statue decor.
The non-porous and weather-proof quality elevates the longevity of your favorite statue.
Take a soft cloth and wipe down the surface very smoothly, dusting it often to keep the
stack of specks of dirt away from the home statue decor.
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Soapstone Touchwood Polished
Sitting Shiv Ji Statue 8 in
Read More
SKU: 01110
Price: ₹12,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: instock
Categories: Hindu Statues, Shiv Ji Statues, Statues &
Sculptures

Product Description

Make a terrific display with the custom-built sitting Shiv Ji statue and bring magic to
your living room. For those short on space opt for the dazzling piece that adds plenty
of ambiances. Material: Soapstone / Pinkstone Dimension(HWL): 8 x 5 x 2.5 inch Position:
Sitting The guises of the Shiv Ji statue:

The enthralling form of Lord Shiva above is seen in a state of Samadhi or a Yogi, sitting on
a bulge plinth.
His hair is locked in a coil of matted locks(Jatamakuta), wears a serpent around his neck
and skin of a deer.
His hands were adorned with various weapons while gesturing in Vitarka mudra, a yogi
assumes this mudra while meditating.
The sculptor of Odisha has made this bewitching statue with deliberate effort.

Lord Shiva: Father of the whole universe

Lord Shiva is the third god in the Hindu triumvirate. He is the recreator of the universe.
He has a virtuous character on how to live correctly, like his self-sacrifice emphasize when
Vasuki the king of serpent vomit Venum across the sea, Lord Shiva assumed the form of a
giant turtle and collected the venom on his palm and drank it, which left a blue scar hence
he became Nilakantha.
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On the Chaturdashi Tithi of Krishnapkasha of Falguna month, the auspicious day is
celebrated as Maha Shivaratri.

The lacquer statue can trick out your preferred ambiance:

Vaastu suggests the northeast angle is the most desirable zone to place the statue.
Your living room is the obvious place for your sculpture, placing it on a heightened table,
console, or in any windowed cabinet.
It can also be used for worship in the temple of your home or office.
The reception desk of your office also is a welcoming place to keep the sacred statue.
Make your present(gift) unforgettable with the Shiv Ji home statue decor.

 facing many hurdles in your life; Then bring Lord Shiva at home

Lord Shiva bless with wealth, prosperity, and happiness.
The dedicated husband worshipped by every unmarried woman is auspicious to place at
home for your marital life.
Increase the harmony and growth both in your personal and professional life.

Some solicitude for the home statue decor:

 The hardy quality and nonporous nature make Pinkstone sculpture stands to ages.
To make it always shine, wipe it with a soft cloth now and then.

Soapstone Beautiful Sitting
Shiva Parvati Statue 1 ft
Read More
SKU: 01107
Price: ₹36,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: instock
Categories: Hindu Statues, Shiv Ji Statues, Statues &
Sculptures
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Product Description

Soapstone Standing Lord Shiva
Parvati Statue 12 in
Read More
SKU: 01106
Price: ₹32,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: instock
Categories: Hindu Statues, Shiv Ji Statues, Statues &
Sculptures

Product Description

Go for an art decor that your neighbor won't be boasting. The "Lord Shiva Parvati
statue" is a statement piece that makes a space vibrant gain. Material: Soapstone /
Pinkstone Dimension(HWL): 12 x 7 x 3 inch Height: 1 ft Position: Sitting  Let's take a note
of the stone sculptures:

Here  Lord Shiva is standing along with his consort Goddess Parvati on a lotus plinth.
Lord Shiva is the god of the Yogis at the same time a great lover of his spouse.
Lord Shiva is depicted, with a vertical eye on his forehead, hair is piled on top of his head,
a crescent moon is tucked into it,  while the river Ganga dribbles from his hair.
Holding his trident(right) and drum(left) upper hand while the lower right hand is gesturing
in Vitarka mudra and with the left clasping his beloved wife Sati.
The fascinating graven image is shaped by the brilliant sculptor o Odisha.

The indestructible union: Shiva and Shakti

The duo is associated with the form of a masculine deity and that of a feminine one.
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Lord Shiva represents the consecutive elements of the universe while Shakti is the
dynamic potency, which makes the elements come to life.
Goddess Parvati meditate thousand years, standing with one leg, her tapas was so strong
that Lord Shiva deep in meditation felt her presence and awakens from his meditation.
Both get married.
On the Chaturdashi Tithi of Krishnapkasha of Falguna/Magha month, the day Lord Shiva
got married to Parvati is celebrated as Maha Shivaratri.

Spread out the devotedness of the numinous statue in your home:

The best placement of the sculpture would be the northeast corner of your house as per
the Vaastu.
A floating cabinet above the couch or on a console, sideboard are some noticeable places
to stand the sculpt.
Showcase your decor by mismatching the background with the sculpt and place it right on
a heightened table of your preferred area of choice or in the accent shelving unit.
It can be used for worship in the temple of your home or office.
Impress your dear one by gifting them this lovable statue.

Surround yourself with the motherly and paternal love of Shiva and Shakti:

Their combined blessing bestows all-around peace, prosperity, and happiness.
The divine unite protects from all kinds of miseries, and negative forces.
The best way to get blessings for your marital life and harmonious family relation

Key to keep your sculpture last longer:

Soapstones offer two major benefits: non-porosity and shatterproof.
Use a soft feather brush or a fiber cloth and wiping it softly is enough to get rid of
unwanted dirt and dust.
Approaching the cleaning of stone sculptures once in a while will increase their longevity.
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Soapstone Sitting Lord Shiva
Parvati Statue 12 in
Read More
SKU: 01105
Price: ₹36,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: instock
Categories: Hindu Statues, Shiv Ji Statues, Statues &
Sculptures

Product Description

This piece showcases an elevated take on the simple and solid concept that is easy
to clean and fully resistant against the element for excellent longevity. Bring the
"sitting Lord Shiva Parvati statue"  and display it throughout your favourite area. 
Material: Soapstone / Pinkstone Dimension(HWL): 12 x 8 x 3 inch Height: 1 ft Position:
Sitting  A careful depiction of the endearing stone sculptures:

The idol of the duo is sitting on a bulged base that bears a resemblance to Mount Kailasha.
Here the form of Lord Shiva has represented in a pacific mood with his consort Goddess
Parvati.
Lord Shiva is the god of the Yogis at the same time a remarkable lover of his spouse.
Lord Shiva is mostly depicted wearing the skin of a tiger, a vertical eye on the forehead,
hair tied up in a topknot, a headdress with a crescent moon, Vasuki a snake curled 3 times
around his neck while the river Ganga flowing from his hair.
Holding his trident(right) and drum(left) in his upper hand while the lower right hand is
gesturing in Vitarka mudra and with the left holding his beloved wife Sati.
This magnificent incise on the sculpture is the work of art done by the skillful Odisha
artisans.

Shiva and Shakti:
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Lord Shiva is the third god in the Hindu Trimurti. He is the recreator of the universe.
 In the process of Samudra Manthan, Vasuki the king of serpent vomit Venum across the
sea, Lord Shiva drank it only to save all living beings from getting affected by the life-
threatening poison, which left a blue scar on his neck hence he became named Nilakantha.
Goddess Parvati meditate thousand years, standing with one leg, from cold snow to inner
heat her tapas was so strong that Lord Shiva deep in meditation felt her presence and
awakens from his meditation. Both get married.
On the Chaturdashi Tithi of Krishnapkasha of Falguna / Magha month, the auspicious day is
celebrated as Maha Shivaratri to commemorate their wedding.

Spread the divine endearment around your home with the lovely stone sculptures:

The northeast angle of your house is the most desirable position to place the statue.
A carefully curated built-in bookcase or the accent shelving unit also be a useful idea to
display without taking up space on the floor.
Show off the decorative piece at the console, sideboard, of your living room, hallway or
foyer.
make it a unique and attractive focal point by placing it on a floating shelve, or at a
heightened table of your preferred choice in a hotel/restaurant/ home.
It can be used for worship in the temple of your home or office.
This can be a charming one-of-a-kind gifting suited to your budget and that does good
along the way.

Obtain the divine grace of the divine couple:

They are the epitome of love and fertility and devotion, people who want marital felicity,
and harmony must have this idol at home.
For peaceful family life, and overall prosperity into your life is beneficial to bring the
auspicious statue of the couple.

Take care of the stone sculptures to bring good luck :

 The well-built quality and shatter-proof nature of Pinkstone sculpture make it
indestructible.
To dust your statue, use a feather duster or a soft cloth and wipe them very gently over
the surface.
Make your unique specimen sparkle by dusting it every so often, so that dirt wouldn't
accumulate any more.
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Black Granite Stone Right Trunk
Ganapati Satue 37 in
Read More
SKU: 01103
Price: ₹160,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: instock
Categories: Ganesha Statues, Hindu Statues

Product Description

Granite Black Stone Right Trunk
Ganesha Statue 36 in
Read More
SKU: 01101
Price: ₹160,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: instock
Categories: Ganesha Statues, Hindu Statues

Product Description
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Black Stone Elephant Idol Set 6
in
Read More
SKU: 01098
Price: ₹8,960.00 inc. GST
Stock: instock
Categories: Elephant Statue, Animals & Birds Statues,
Hindu Statues, Statues & Sculptures

Product Description

Black Stone Elephant Idol
Sculpture Set 5 in
Read More
SKU: 01097
Price: ₹5,600.00 inc. GST
Stock: instock
Categories: Elephant Statue, Animals & Birds Statues,
Hindu Statues, Statues & Sculptures

Product Description
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Black Stone Elephant Statue Set
4 in
Read More
SKU: 01096
Price: ₹3,360.00 inc. GST
Stock: instock
Categories: Elephant Statue, Animals & Birds Statues,
Hindu Statues, Statues & Sculptures

Product Description

Soapstone God Ganesha Big
Statue 37 inch
Read More
SKU: 01091
Price: ₹190,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: instock
Categories: Ganesha Statues, Hindu Statues, Statues
& Sculptures
Tags: New Style Ganesh Murti

Product Description
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The excellent fine carved Lord Ganesha statue is difficult to eyes off from the detailing. The
perfection of craftsmen has been seen in every touch in the stone sculpture of this idol. It is the
finest and exquisite masterpiece of skilled artisans. Standing on a lotus platform beneath which
a temple-designed porch with many artistic carved of swans, Paddy, rats, and flowers.
Material: Soapstone/Pink stone Height: 3 ft (approx.) Dimension(HWL):  37 x 20 x 12 inch
Positions : Standing
Holding a goad to spur the evil and hardship, an axe to cut the bond of illiteracy, a sprig of
paddy, a kalpavriksha sprig(wish-fulfilling tree), a bowl of pudding, and bestow blessing to the
believer. Lord Ganesha is associate with agriculture. The mother earth is known as Goddess
Parvati and the sky is seen as Lord Shiva, the father. When there is rain the mother earth
becomes wet, (as a symbol of bathing) and crop arises from the  ground,(symbolizes the birth of
Ganesha)once the crop is ripe it is hewed.,hence chopping of Lord Ganesha's head outspread. 
This is why he is seen with a spike of peddy. The food at his feet objectifies material wealth and
power. The mouse typifies desire and senses, Lord Ganesha controls the mouse. Which has a
message that if people retain the desire under control then they will be wise and
knowledgeable.Ganesha god is known for removing grievous effectiveness, from personal and
professional lives. Also, protrude positive premonition in the environment. Giving away yourself
to Lord Ganesha,  will unambiguous the best of all opportunity undoubtedly and transform all
difficulty into fortuity. Also, the stone sculptures amplify the decor with a touch of classy and
spirituality of your space. Placing: To reinforce success and happiness,  west, east, and
northeast are the best directions to place Ganesha Stone Sculptures. Under the staircase, or
south direction are considered inauspicious. Care: Caring for soapstone idols is very simple,
more than water gentle wiping with a fabric piece of cloth or broom is advisable. Don't use an
abrasive cleanser, or rinse the surface with any hard material. "Crafted with absolute detail,
the sculpture is able to leave a lasting impression on anyone." 
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Soap Stone Red Krishna Under a
Tree Sculpture 30 in
Read More
SKU: 01087
Price: ₹180,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: instock
Categories: Hindu Statues, Krishna Statues, Statues
& Sculptures

Product Description

Soap Stone Khanja Work Nataraj
Sculpture 25 in
Read More
SKU: 01086
Price: ₹170,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: instock
Categories: Hindu Statues, Nataraja Statues, Statues
& Sculptures

Product Description
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The knotty detailing of the 2 ft Nataraj sculpture is a charming option for any indoor or outdoor
theme is a  great way to incorporate the classic statement into your décor. Material: Pink
stone / soapstone Dimension(HWL): 25 x 16 x 10.5 inch Height: 2 ft (approx.) Position:
Dancing  About these beauteous Indian statues: 

"Nataraj" The dancing form of Lord Shiva, is encircled by a flaming cosmic circle.
His hair is open and flying, symbolizing the air element.
A ring of fire, encircling Lord Shiva represents the universe with all its illusion, pain, and
suffering.
The semi-circle moon,  of his hair, is to bestow the material pleasure. The moon is also the
deity of time, that's why Lord Shiva is called the Maha Kaala,
Lord Shiva is widely knowns as the Trinetra deity. One is the sun, the second is the moon,
and the third on his forehead is called the eye of wisdom.
The cobra wreathing around his neck, chest, and leg represents cosmic energy.
He is holding a Damru in his upper right hand, gesturing Abhay mudra in the lower right
hand. The Upper left hand carries Agni in his palm, and the lower left hand is posed in
Gaja-hasta mudra.
Lord Shiva dances over the body of a demon named Apasmara. (a symbol of human
ignorance)

The "Adi Shakti" part of the holy trinity:

Everything comes from Lord Shiva, goes back to Shiva.
Lord Shiva dance to destroy, create and preserve the universe.
This form of dance represents five actions of the Lord's creation, sustenance, dissolution,
and covering from all the illusions and initiation.

Installation suggestion for the stunning decorative stone: 

The northeast corner is the best-recommended place to set the statue, either in the house
or even in the garden concerning the following corner.
Placing it on the porch of the institute, hotel, school, office are suitable areas to showcase
the gorgeous statue.
Artists who belong to dancing, widely worship the Nataraj form of Lord Shiva. So you can
place him at the home/training room temple or in your school.

Ushering you need to follow while cleaning the magnificent stone sculptures: 

The main advantage of soapstone is that it is a nonporous material.
For that reason, handling and caring are very easy.
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Using a soft brush or a cloth,  you can dust the statue.
The cleaning should be done every second day to ward off dust accumulating on the
surface of the statue.
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